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1. PREFACE

1.1. Key Words

Routing Optimization – Location Optimization – Process Optimization – Direct Store Delivery

(DSD) Consolidation

1.2. Presentation Description

This paper provides an overview of different optimization approaches, particularly in the

areas of routing, location selection, and process optimization. It also explains the impact of the

method selected and the approach taken to solve the problem. It highlights strategies and

suggests best practices for implementation. Finally, a case study from a leading convenience-

store supplier and wholesale-food distributor facing a Direct Store Delivery (DSD) consolidation

highlights a method for using optimization tools in order to solve the problem.

1.3. Abstract

Nowadays, many companies are facing challenges that could drastically change the

dynamics of their core business, implying a realignment of their distribution networks,

manufacturing sites, and warehousing capabilities in order to better serve their clients.



The traditional approach is to divide the problems into separate isolated models, include

some assumptions to resemble the real challenge, and then use different software and tools for

each sequence and iteration. The final solution results in the aggregate total of the optimal

solution from each separate model. Although new developments have been made in software

providing robust algorithms that aim to solve the problem collectively, the use has not achieved

widespread adoption.

This paper addresses the strategic and operational impact of utilizing optimization tools

to solve routing, location, and process optimization problems. Finally, it provides a case study

based on a leading convenience-store supplier and wholesale-food distributor facing a DSD

consolidation, impacting its distribution network, and describes the approach taken to solve the

problem.

1.4. Paper Objectives

 Provide an overview of the different approaches taken in order to solve isolated optimization

problems.

 Explore the benefits of taken holistic approach when solving optimization problems

 Present a real life example of the approach taken in order to solve a DSD consolidation

problem using optimization tools.



2. INTRODUCTION

2.1. Challenges in Today’s Business

High customer service levels are an extremely important element in order to maintain and

secure long-lasting relationship with customers. To support activities that provide sustainable

service levels over time while reducing overall distribution costs, flexible logistic planning

becomes critical. Furthermore, companies that rely in transportation excellence to deliver such

high-service standards must be prepared to frequently and effectively optimize those

sophisticated transportation networks with increasing order volumes coming from a dynamic

nature of order fulfillment requirements.

Companies turn to optimization tools to help them support their decision making process

when implementing improvement initiatives aiming to streamline their supply chain. It is

important for any optimization tool to consider, not only available modes, services, and carriers,

but also, as the transportation network available to include hubs and cross-docking locations.

“The best-of-breed shipment optimization capability can determine the best way to consolidate

and route shipments using a mix of sophisticated heuristics and Mixed Integer Programming

algorithms”1.

The solution should always take into consideration shipping windows, delivery windows,

carrier equipment availability, dock schedules, business hours, equipment type restrictions, and



industry regulations. The end result should be a cost effective solution that provide the best

selection of delivery routes, using the best modes of transportation, serving clients in a broad

geography from optimal distribution centers, at the lowest possible cost.

2.2. Optimization Definition

Optimization is “the process of seeking the most favorable condition or solution to a goal

by balancing the trading-off results on more than one criterion”2. Under these parameters,

optimization tools should have the proper algorithms in order to model a real world scenario, and

provide the most favorable condition, taking into consideration multiple constraints.

During an optimization process, the final problems solved are simplified models

extracted from the real world. Taking into consideration the difficulty in the process of

translating real world models, to business models, to finally arrive to mathematical models, the

results should be carefully used, always understanding the underlying assumptions made during

the translation process.

2.3. Optimization Modeling Patterns:

Emerging optimization software tools aid companies as decision supporting tools in

many areas, particularly in logistics. In terms of supply chain some of the optimization modeling

patterns include some of the following models:



 Sequence models: Highly observed in arranging the optimal sequence for delivery routes;

these models help to describe situations where temporal or spatial sequence has

significance in the overall performance and result of the optimization routine. Complex

models tend to generate delays and become the source of computational difficulties.

 Knapsack/bin models: these models are observed when dealing with resource capacity

and availability. The models tend to describe situations where limited resources

constrained the activities to be optimized.

 Partition models: These types of models are usually observed in personnel scheduling

tasks, driver pool optimization routines, and crew balancing efforts. Partition models tend

to represent situations where tasks are assigned to teams or groups of individuals.

Complex models tend to generate delays and become the source of computational

difficulties.

 Hub and spoke models: Solutions of this kind are mostly observed in problems related to

distribution networks. They aim to describe situations where multiple facilities or

locations should be mixed and taken into consideration, becoming an important supply

chain design concept.

3. OPTIMIZATION SOLUTIONS



Through the use of simulation tools and new heuristic techniques, vendors of software

tools for optimization have entered the market with offerings of products that aid to expedite the

calculation process of optimal vehicle routing, selection of transportation mode, optimal

selection of warehouse location, and optimization of process in the inner-walls of the warehouse.

3.1. Vehicle Routing Optimization

A vehicle routing optimization tool primarily supports the decision making process of

assigning routes for delivery trucks usually departing from a main depot serving customers or

minor re-delivering points. The tool should then generate optimal routes creating a delivery

network that minimizes the overall cost of the process, under constraints of capacity, time,

equipment, and customer demands.

Most of the optimization algorithms used for routing optimization are developed on the

basis of heuristics for the “traveling salesmen problem (TSP)”, which were developed mainly for

solving problems in manufacturing, such as the printed-circuit-board-drilling problem.

The Multiple Traveling Salesman Problem (MTSP), a derivation of the TSP, is one of the

most complex optimization problems known. It is so complex, in fact, that there is no practical

way to solve real-life problems to a true mathematical optimum in any sort of reasonable time.



“It was recently reported as something of a breakthrough that one analyst had been able to solve

a 134-stop problem to a provable mathematical optimum”3. The MTPS deals with finding a set

of optimal routes for a fleet of vehicles in order to serve a set of locations, each one within a

specified time window.

An automated routing tool usually helps deciding which orders go on which vehicles and

in what sequence. In order to make these decisions, the tool uses information about the delivery

locations, the orders to be delivered, vehicles available, distances between delivery points, travel

times, physical barriers, mandatory industry regulations, company policies and procedures, and

user operational preferences. The routes resulted from the computation adhere to these

constraints, including delivery windows and vehicle capacity.

It is important to keep in mind that computerized routing tools are both powerful and

limited at the same time. The power of the tools are exhibited in their “ability to work with

information that the regular user generally cannot consider at a level of precision that no human

can duplicate in a comparable amount of time”4; one of the greatest advantages is that the tools

come up with routes that a human being would not have develop simply because the user could

not have been able to consider all the factors that the tool did. On the other hand, one of the

limitations comes from the intrinsic nature of being a computerized routing solution, which is

that it cannot make value judgments; in other words, it makes all the decisions based on the

numbers given the internal logic of the computer code.



3.2. Transportation Mode Optimization

Another use for optimization tools to solve logistic problems is applied in modal-shift

transportation selection. When the optimization problems expands from regional routes, into

wide logistics areas, such as nationwide and worldwide scale networks, the need to optimize

inter-facility movements includes selection of transportation mode, expanding from trucks and

trains, into ships and airplanes. The best choice of modes of transportation has a great impact in

the overall total cost of the solution.

3.3. Location Selection Optimization

Logistics problems continue into more complex scenarios and tools often appear in order

to support the decision making process. When selecting the best location for distribution centers

to be placed, or vendor from where to source raw materials, optimization tools become extremely

important.

As companies grow in size, they continue to serve a great variety of customers located in

remote regions of the world. In order to provide on-time service the question at hand becomes

one such as how to allocate the customers to specific distribution centers; in other words, “what

is the best way”, or “the optimal” configuration that allows the company to maintain service

levels, covering the entire client base, at the lowest cost.



Some strategic decision support tools aid in the process of aligning geographically

distributed business tasks, such as delivery of goods from several depots, to a large variety of

clients; the solution should find the optimal number of distribution centers needed in order to

minimize the total cost (which includes both warehousing and transportation costs), while

satisfying customer requirements. In 1996 a Warehouse Location Planner (WLP) from IBM was

applied to “a very large warehouse relocation problem experienced by a manufacturing company

in Japan, returning a solution that achieved 10% cost reduction”5.

Other tools allow users to calculate the optimum number and location of distribution

centers combine with the best alignment of existing warehouses to your client pool. It helps

deciding which suppliers to use, where to stock products along the supply chain, how much to

stock at each location, and finally to calculate “what distribution centers will provide the best

service, at the least cost, to each market area”6.

3.4. Load Building Optimization

Most of the optimization routines found in the market, are able to consider real-world

constraints, handling sophisticated business rules, and advanced supply chain strategies such as

dynamic multi-leg routing, and three-dimensional load building.

One more use of optimization in distribution is three-dimensional load building. The

objective of this capability is to convert order line information into recommended loading



configuration considering multiple attributes of the product such as weight, environmental and

regulatory restrictions, packaging specifications, dimensional attributes, and product family

specifications. The solution would suggest the optimal configuration for loading containers or

trailers delivering efficiencies impossible to achieve for a human being.

4. CHALLENGE

4.1. Industry perspective

Companies that rely heavily in transportation and distribution practice, more often than

not turn to optimization tools to provide a competitive advantage over their competition. A

recent study reported that 43% of the companies responding to the survey believed that advance

shipment optimization was a one of the most important actions for transportation management

success. “Achieving transportation management excellence increasingly requires automation and

optimization”7. The same study reported that over 70% of best-in-class companies reduced

freight costs through improved shipment optimization. (INSERT TABLE)

As far as international transportation, one of the four recent advances in transportation

technology solutions along with closed-loop management platforms, transportation execution

technology, and transportation procurement technology, is the use of transportation optimization

technology that can make better use of shipment consolidation and pooling opportunities.



The need for a widespread use and adoption of optimization tools is tangible, but it is

important to obtain best-of-breed solutions that provide a holistic approach of the optimization

enabling the company to consider their entire chain.

4.2. Recommendations

Although each one of the optimization solutions previously described can help companies

improve their distribution practices, they can only achieve local optimal benefits at the areas they

are used. For instance a routing optimization tool can help optimize the delivering process of a

distribution network, by suggesting the best routes in order to deliver goods to a set of clients,

but the tool cannot successfully and optimally align the clients to depots or distributions

networks.

Other tools can optimize the tri-dimensional loading of the trucks but it cannot create

optimal routes as well as align customers and vendors to optimal distribution centers. An even if

advance tools are used which provide some of the powerful algorithms to perform routing,

loading and site-selection optimization, some of them lack the availability to optimize the

transportation mode to be used.

It is important to mention that although some optimization tools claim to be able to solve

all the problems previously describe (routing, loading, location and mode selection) by the use of

one product, most of their logic is performed in by isolated optimizations algorithms, one for



each of the processes; that returns almost the same results as if you use different tools in order to

optimize each one of the areas of your supply chain. The downside is that the sum of optimal

solutions does not return a holistic optimal.

The need is there then for tools that take into consideration all areas of the distribution

chain, and aim to solve the problem taking into consideration all restrictions and constraints

along the network, optimally selecting feasible solutions that yield lower overall cost

Best of bread solutions should also support the utilization of “what-if” scenarios.

Optimization tools should allow the user throughout detail iterations and sensitivity analysis to

evaluate crucial variables that can potentially provide higher levels of volatility to the final

optimal solution.

Genetic optimizers should also be included in order to evaluate near-optimal points, and

many local minimal along the way. The solution should perform a surrounding check of feasible

areas and provide feedback to the user in case of potential changes.

5. BEST PRACTICES

Some of the suggested best practices regarding the use of optimization tools for streamlining

distribution operations are as follows:



 Take a Holistic Approach. Use technologies that allow you to consider simultaneously

different aspects of your distribution network when optimizing. The tool should have

capabilities to cover areas including warehouse location selection, vendor sourcing

selection, customer/warehouse alignment, transportation mode selection, routing, and

load optimization. The solution should consider all aspects simultaneously and not in

isolation preventing minimum optimal solutions to be obtain rather than holistic optimal

results.

 Perform a Strategic Network Design. At the strategic level optimization tools should

be consider in order to select the best location for the distribution centers to be placed.

Also the tools should be used in order to align customer or own stores or re-delivering

points (cross-docking locations) with main distribution centers. During the network

design, transportation mode should be considered as well as restriction pertinent to

warehouse and equipment capacity. Elements such as service levels must be entered into

the system in order to satisfy real world scenarios.

 Tactical Level Use. At tactical level, optimization tools should be involved in dynamic

routing operations performing daily delivery schedules for transportation solutions. If

frozen delivery schedules are created, they should be periodically revised in order to

ensure optimal results. Transportation Mode Selection tools should be linked to the

solution providing the best alternative for transportation at the lowest cost. Load

Building Optimization Tools should be also linked with routing optimization tools



considering product specifications and packaging characteristics such as weight,

dimension, temperature, and regulatory factors.

 Include What-if Scenarios. The optimization solution should also enable the user to run

what-if scenarios in order to explore alternatives and minimize risk.

 Perform Sensitivity Analysis. The process of optimization should include sensitivity

analysis of at least key variables. This analysis should provide the user the sense of how

robust is the design, and how much risk is he exposed to.

 Use Genetic Algorithms. Genetic optimizers help evaluating near-optimal points, and

many local minimal optimal solutions. It is suggested to perform a surrounding check of

feasible areas and returning information related to potential changes.

 Perform Periodic Revisions. As the use of optimization tools at the strategic and

tactical level of the company evolve is important to create a process for periodically

revise the parameter used for the optimization and perform re-runs in order to adapt the

designed network to reflect changes of the business.

6. CASE STUDY

6.1. Challenge



A leading convenience-store supplier and wholesale-food distributor, has a key customer,

who is looking to consolidate a number of their Direct Store Delivery (DSD) vendors. The goal

of this effort for this key customer is to reduce cost, complexity and retail interruptions by

consolidating more deliveries into a single vehicle including multi-temperature products, while

increasing delivery frequency. The goal for the wholesaler is to identify a method and approach

for providing these services in a profitable manner. It is anticipated that this type of service will

go a long way in securing this client long-term and will provide the foundation for future

initiatives with other clients. Clarkston Consulting worked with the wholesaler to define the

parameters, propose changes to the existing model and outline costs to be communicated to the

customer.

For efficient operations at the wholesaler, a number of solution parameters needed to be

addressed in order to determine the operational requirements to satisfy the demand and to

determine the detailed cost impact:

6.1.A. Data Analysis:

 Over 1600 stores considered

 Utilization of five (5) of wholesaler’s existing distribution centers (DC’s)

 Seasonality variability quantification

 Sensitivity analysis to determine robustness of results to variability

6.1.B. Fleet and Route Optimization:

 Route optimization per DC



 Fleet size determination in relation to demand

 Multiple truck configurations and sizes

 New items loading and unloading time considered

6.1.C. Operations Impact:

 Inbound and Outbound

 DC size and capacity considerations

 Refer size and capacity considerations

Clarkston Consulting was engaged to provide assistance in the definition of how DSD

consolidation will affect the wholesaler’s operation and the overall financial implication of this

change. This included evaluating unique supply chain requirements (cold chain and frequency of

delivery) for the new product lines to be consolidated.

6.2. Solution

Clarkston worked with the wholesaler to reengineer existing processes to establish a new

DSD consolidation model. Clarkston developed the proposed changes into a financial model

supporting the proposed approach:

 Documented list of product categories and volume expectations per facility

 Documented list of challenges associated with current operations based on the categories

being considered – deep freeze, frozen, refrigerated and ambient.



 Documented list of physical changes needed to support new operations (building size,

refrigeration or frozen capacity, layout, etc)

 Documented proposal for fleet requirements and what changes will be required

 Sensitivity analysis for chosen parameters

 Prepared presentation materials for meetings with key client

 Financial analysis showing incremental cost and comparison to expected procurement

savings

In order to meet the parameters set forth with this challenge Clarkston Consulting worked

with the wholesaler in order to find cost effective and profitable solutions. Based on volume

projections by store with a growth rate factored into the product mix along with increased

frequency of delivery and store delivery constraints, Clarkston used optimization software to

determine the fleet size, fleet configuration, cube utilization, routing, and labor considerations.

This data was used to determine the requirements of the physical dimensions of distribution

center storage for each of the temperature categories.

Within operations, labor capacity was reconciled for unloading at receiving, stocking

products, picking by item and loading per truck. Also, capacity concerning DC dimensioning

was balanced regarding dock doors needed, maximum inbound trucks per day, space requirement

by temperature zone, forklifts to handle all products, pick line dimensioning by product category

and truck loading by temperature zone. Capacity constraints were reconciled in all areas of truck

and fleet configuration and routing.



Once capacity had been reconciled, then sensitivity analysis was performed to test the

robustness of the solution by alternating key variables. This information drove the final reports

with financial analysis on cost, investment and operation impact.

6.3. Results

The wholesaler was positioned to negotiate in detail with its key client based on

meaningful insights, information, and direction provided by Clarkston Consulting.

Multiple scenarios and sensitivity analyses were performed giving both the wholesaler

and its client the tools for a balanced negotiation. The paradigm changed on the final client,

from a cost reduction focus to a total value proposition focus enabled positive long-lasting true

partnership. The results of this project leads to the possibility to extend the service to other

clients.

Especially noteworthy:

 Clarkston implemented functionality to allow the wholesaler to assess capacity

constraints based on variable demand at the product level taking into consideration the

specific demands of deep frozen, frozen, refrigerated and dry product categories.

 Clarkston performed routing optimizations, and capacity calculations needed to absorb

the change and. helped with the paradigm shift transition planning. Clarkston assessed



the business environment, created due diligence materials, developed transition plans for

several potential scenarios, researched the leading competitors and prepared a cost

analysis of migrating to the DSD consolidation model.

 Clarkston’s goal was to prepare the management team to make better-informed decisions

during the DSD consolidation process by understanding the true costs required for a

transition of their current business model.
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www.clarkstonconsulting.com.
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